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Abstract. We study the evolution of quantum entanglement in the model of two identical qubits interacting with a single-mode laser field. The density matrix and Peres-Horodecki parameter are calculated within the frameworks of path-integral formalism. The quantum entanglement measure is shown to be strongly dependent upon the phase difference between the laser radiation acting on each cubit. This observation may offer the possibility of quantum entanglement stationary control by varying the distance between the qubits.

Quantum entanglement has been a subject of intense theoretical and experimental studies during the last decades because of its significance in understanding quantum mechanics and promising applications. Fundamental principles and basic methods of creating and detecting entangled states in different quantum systems can be found, e.g., in the review [1]. Multiple potential applications of quantum entanglement phenomena include quantum computer [2], quantum cryptography [3], quantum teleportation [4], etc.

A few dimensionless parameters were introduced to measure quantum entanglement quantitatively, e.g., the Peres-Horodecki criterion [5], the concurrence [6], the negativity [7], etc. In the present paper we consider two qubits interacting with a mode of laser field. We develop a mathematical method (based on path integral approach) for calculating the density matrix and the Peres-Horodecki parameter and analyze the quantum entanglement dynamics depending on variable experimental parameters: intensity and phase difference of laser fields acting on the cubits.

In this approach we study the possibility of high entanglement qubits states creation and containment.
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